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In order to suggest the best recommen~

dation for the frequency weighting in the

phonetograph, an investigation of the

influence of the A-curve and the C-curve
has been carried out:

The instrumental set-up consisted of a

phonetograph which was altered so that it

was possible to switch between curve A

and curve C. The input was generated by

a tone generator with tones having a high

content of harmonics. A series of tones

from 58 to 1865 H; with a spectrum

which sounded as a sofi voice quality,

were supplied to a loudspeaker. The sound

pressure level at the place of microphone
was kept constant at two levels: 100 dB
and 60 dB respectively, by means of a
simultaneous SPL monitoring with a cali-
brated Bn'iel & Kjaer sound pressure level
meter type 2236, which had built-in fre-
quency weightings according to curve A,
C (IEC 651 type 1), and linear frequency
response.

Fig. 1 shows the acoustic analyses of
two low-pitched tones at approx. 50 Hz
and 100 Hz where the discrepancies are
most pronounced It is noticed that the
spectral energy is concentrated in the 4-6
first harmonics (soft voice quality), and
that the fundamental frequency and the
second (and third) harmonics are of equal
level.

Fig. 2 shows the frequency weighting
ofcurve A (the lower line) and the output
from the phonetograph (the upper line)
with the above-mentioned input signal. It
is seen that the signal is not damped 30 dB
at 50 Hz relative to 1000 Hz, but only 10
dB. The reason is that it is not the level of
the fundamental frequency alone which
determines the output level, but the sum of
all the harmonics (which are not so strong-
ly damped as is the fundamental fre-
quency).

The influence on a phonetogram of a
type A weighting relative to a type C
weighting is shown in Fig. 3, which is
drawn on the basis of 11 generated tones
with 100 dB and 60 dB levels. It is seen
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that the type C weightings (the black lines)
are quite near the 100 dB and 60 dB lines,
whereas the A weighting (the grey lines)
are reduced with 10 dB at the lowest
frequency.

The greatest discrepancy between the
real and the measured levels (-10 dB)
happens at the lowest frequencies between
50 and 100 Hz, and is more pronounced
the stronger the fundamental frequency is.
However, as the strongest energy at low
frequencies are placed in the first formant
(Fl is 250-300 Hz for an [i:] and 700-850
Hz for an [a z], the discrepancy is less
pronounced in real speech and singing,
especially if the vowel used for the
phonetograph recording is an [a:].

The conclusion must be that it is ac-
ceptable to use the A weighting for record-
ing of phonetograms, partly because the
error made is not serious, and partly be-
cause of the great advantage that it is
possible to make the recordings in noisy
surroundings (up to 30-35 dB SPL (A)
noise is acceptable).

Another main problem is the size of the
'open frequency range'. Some persons are
not able to reproduce a given tone with the
correct frequency. It is very difficult to
make valid recordings with tone-deaf
subjects. The investigator must have a
really good tone perception (absolute pitch

perception), if the phonetograms are made
manually. In this case the best thing to do

is to make an automatic registration of

both frequency and level. When recording

phonetograms of tone-deaf persones, the

phonetograph must have a broad-band

'open frequency range’ with at least half-

octave filters. Such broad filters are also

necessary when making voice range pro-

files of reading. For singers it is sufficient

to set up frequency windows of a semitone

each. We would recommend an 'open

frequency range‘ which could be switched

between a semitone, a tone, two tones, half

octave, and no limitation.
Information on the accuracy of fre-

quency measurements is seldom given by
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the various manufacturers of phoneto-

graphs, but we would recommend i 3%

as a standard, because it corresponds to

the distance between the semitone steps.

It is also an advantage to be able to

adjust the recording time. The responses

fi'om some types of patients are often very

short, and therefore, a short recording time

is necessary. On the other hand, singers

have oflen a pronounced frequency and/or

intensity vibrato; in such cases it is an

advantage that the phonetograph is able to

integrate the measurements over a few

seconds. Finally, if phonetograms are

recorded when reading a text aloud (in

order to find the gravity point and distribu-

tion of the voice area profile in reading), it

is necessary to have a recording time of at

least 1 minute. We would recommend a

'record duration' selectable from 0.5 sec-

ond over 1, 2, 3, 5, 15, 30, to 60 seconds.

The registration of the sound pressure

level is integrated and is, therefore, often

called sound intensity even if the measure-
ments are specified in the measured dB

values. Most researchers and builders of

phonetographs use a fast logarithmic RMS

measurement, which we also would rec-

ommend. The frequency range of the elec-

tronics varies in different phonetographs.

We would recommend a limited range of

40-15,000 Hz which is sufficient as no
voices have much energy above 15,000
Hz. The digital solution is in most instru-
ments set at 0.5 dB before calculation and
1.0 dB after calculation, which we also can
recommend as a sufficiently exact measure
for practical use.

Some phonetographs have facilities for
curve editing. Simple calculations on the
recorded phonetograms can also be made.
We consider it important that all phoneto-
graphs are able to calculate the voice pro-

file area. The unit used must be semitones
times decibel. A print-out of a voice range
profile must also contain information about
the lowest and the highest tone, the pitch

”“86, the weakest and the strongest tone,
and the dynamic range. Some phoneto-
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graphs are equipped with specialities such
as simultaneous information in the voice
range area of the singer's formant, ofjitter,
shimmer, or voice quality. It is convenient
to have this information, but we do not

consider these parameters important for
the voice range profile. It is also useful to
have an averaging program which can
average a series of phonetograms. Fig. 4
shows such an average of 18 good female
voices (all trained logopeds). Notice the

dotted lines on both sides of the solid

curve. These lines indicate the standard

deviation on the average. The lowest and

the highest frequencies are shown with

standard deviations.

Finally, the poster will contain a table

which compares the specifications for

some of the most commonly used and

commercially available phonetographs.
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